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junks, carried away in typhoons
and left to drift with the Japan
stream, and the wrecks, a few of

them with men on board, shows
where the stream strikes all around
the great curve and way around to
the Hawaiian islands. He spoke
of one junk that had been picked
up 300 miles Bouthwestward of

Santa Barbara with three survivors
of a large crew after drifting for
517 days in 'the Japan stream
thousands of miles. From that
drift the rate of the movement of

the stream was found to be ten
miles a day.

He told of a so called tidal wavo

that had struck this cost, and ex-

plained that it was an earthquake
wave from Japan. It crotsed the
Pacific ocean about 0000 miles in
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"Wonders Of Oeean Rivers.

Professor George Davidson, of

the University of California, pres-

ident of the Geographical Society
of the Pacific, spoke in the Academy
of Sciences Hall in Sv.n Francisco

recently upon "The Currents and

Climatology of the Pacific." His
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made itself felt way up into the
Tuolumne river and in San Fran-

cisco and San Diego bay. From
that wave rate the scientists com-

puted the average depth of the
Pacific between here and Japan to

be between 2700 and 200 fathom.?,
or 16,000 feet, and they established
this before the ocean cable-l- a vers
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in the Atlantic had learned the

depth of that ocean. Scientists
had also found a depth ol more
than five miles in the Pacific, the

deepest over sounded.
He said that when the Canad-
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talk was based largely upon his

personal investigations during
many years, and was roughly il-

lustrated with a large map he had

especially prepared to indicate the

sweeping course of the Pacific cur-

rents and the general wall-lik- e

mountain chain draw n in a mighty
curve about the shores of the west-

ern ocean.
He said thet the equatorial cur-

rent in the Atlantic that moves
westward into the Gulf of Mexico

and sweeps northward as the Gulf
Stream and curves across to warm
the shores of Europe had its count-

erpart system in the Pacific in the

equatorial current that started
about at Panama and moves west-

ward to the Philippines, is deflected

by those plateau-lik- e barriers, turn-

ed northward along the Japanese
coast and sweeps in a great upward
curve back across the Pacific as the

Japan stream to warm the north-

ern shores' of this country, and
come down and' deflect southwest-war-

to be redrawn into the

equatorial current for another trip
across to the Philippines. But,
while the two big oceans have sim-

ilar ocean currents, their shores arc
different. The Pacific, beginning
at Cape Horn, extending up the
cost to the Aleutian islands, over
to China, Japan, the Philippines
and ending way down at Tasmania,
is hounded by a mountain wall
(dose to shore ranging roughly
from 5000 to 15,000 feet in height
and having no fewer than 850

active volcanoes in a distance of

20,000 m.les.
Professor Davidson went on to

explain that the equatorial current
moves westward because the earth
is turning eastward all the while,

and the ocean, being a movable
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